PREMIUM CLADDED STAINLESS STEEL GLUE AND METER ROLLERS

KEY ARC ADVANTAGES
- Roller-to-roller consistency through tooling produced by our own dedicated craftsmen
- Rollers fabricated or reconditioned to exacting OEM specifications
- Precision ground/stress relieved to minimize TIR and taper, maximize gap control
- All rollers undergo a rigorous 31-point incoming and outgoing inspection

PRODUCT BENEFITS
- Available as a glue and meter roller matched set to ensure highest quality and faster run speeds
- Dynamic balancing to eliminate vibration for faster run speeds
- Glue rollers are available with engraved surface or slotted/non-slotted matte surface
- Cladded stainless steel surface eliminates any chance of corrosion or delamination
- Traditional mechanical engraving options: 16, 20, 25, 35, 45, 50 LPI
- NEW Starch Saver Series – customized for your size flutes to reduce starch consumption

GLUE APPLICATOR ROLLER
- Optional mechanical engraved surfaces:
  - Stainless steel cladded
  - Steel cladded and chrome

METER ROLLER
- Precision ground; optional surfaces:
  - Tungsten carbide
  - Chrome
  - Stainless steel
  - Ceramic
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